
Transfer Turntable 

The Turntable helps when transferring clients from one 

seated position to another.                                               

The client stand up onto the Turntable which can then be 

rotated smoothly through 360°  to the new position.               

Wipe Clean finish. 

Diameter:  16”  (41 cm.)                                                 

Maximum User Weight:  19½  stone  (125 Kg.) 
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Transfer Boards 
 

Transfer Boards enable a patient to slide themselves from  
one level surface to another  -  bed to chair, commode or       

wheelchair 
The boards are made from strong lacquered birch plywood 

with a wipe clean finish.    
Two sizes:  

Short    -    24” x 8¼”  (76 cm x 21 cm) 
Curved  -   28¼” x 10”  (72 cm x 25 cm) 

Maximum User Weight:  19 stone  (120 Kg.) 
 
 

 

Patient Handling UK 
 

Suppliers of moving and handling aids for 
carers in the health industry and for            

individuals in their own homes. 
The carefully designed products,  all          

constructed to high standards,  meet the CE 
Class 1 Medical Device Standard. 

 
Orders receive prompt attention and dispatch 
is normally within 24 hours of order.  We are 
happy to deal with orders for a single product 

or for larger quantities. 
 

Items can be bought via the website with         
secure online payment or orders can be 

emailed or posted. 
 

Please contact us by Freephone or Email for 
advice on the suitability of a product or for any 

other information required. 

__________________________________________ 

 
 

Slide Gloves 
 

Slidetex™ Antibacterial and Antifungal nylon  
fingerless gloves with a slip resist lining. 

Supplied in pairs.  Washable. 
Slide Gloves can be used for a variety of small turning and 

positioning moves. Can also be used as a dressing aid.  
One size. 

____________________________________ 

 

Walk & Transfer Belt 
 

Assists when walking or during a transfer  
procedure. 

Padded belt with a non-slip lining to increase client  
security. 

Easily adjustable buckle system to fit to waist. 
Four handles for carer assistance 

Wipe clean finish.  CE Class 1 Medical Device. 
   

Small: Waist: 25” to 45”  (63 cm - 114 cm) 
Large: Waist: 40” to 62” (100 cm -157 cm) 

 
 



 

  Flat Slide Sheets with Handles  -  Wipe Clean 

 
 

     Webbing handles on three sides 
     Patient specific  -  Write on label for naming 
     Wipe clean  -  do not wash.  
     Colour  -  red. 
 
     Size:   78”  x  28”  ( 2 m. x 71 cm.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Extension straps available for Sheets with Handles 
see website 

__________________________________________________ 
 

Uni-Slide Chair Seat 
 

  Non-slip, one way slide cushion for use in a chair,   
bed or wheelchair. 

Prevents the user sliding forward and out of the seat. 
The client is moved to the back of the seat and the  

special internal fabric locks to minimize forward     
movement.      Reduces the need for lap straps. 

Washable.      CE Class 1 Medical Device. 
 
             One Size:  15¾ x  17”   (40 cm. x 45 cm.) 

 
 

 

Flat Slide Sheets  -  Washable 
 

Slippery silicon coated polyester with long  
lasting Santized® or Slidetex™  
Antimicrobial  and  Antifungal  protection. 
 
Generous sizing for ease of use, folded or flat. 
 
Write on label for ward or patient marking. 
Washable.  CE Class 1 Medical Device 
 
Large:  Aqua      79” x 59”         (2 m. x 1.5m.) 
Standard:  Blue  79” x 28”         (2m. x 71 cm.) 
Standard with Handles: Blue  78” x 28” (2m x 71cm) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

. 
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Tubular Slide Sheets  -  Washable 
 
   Heavy duty roller slide sheets—120gsm nylon 
   Suitable for cross-bed and up-bed transfer. 
   Washable.  CE Class 1 Medical Device. 
 
   Three Sizes: 
   Mini:     27½ “  x  27 “      (71 cm. x 70 cm.) 
   Large:  57”  x  27 ½”       ( 145 cm. x 71 cm.) 
   Extra Large:  39” x 78”    (100 cm. x 200 cm.) 
 

 
Bed Ladder Strap 

 
   Strong webbing strap with five handholds down  

     the length. 
   Assists user to sit upright in bed and to move from            

bed to chair. 
   Provides exercise for the upper body during use. 
   Fits to the bottom bed rail or the leg of most types 

of bed. 
   Washable.   CE Class 1 Medical Device 
   Length:  75”   (1.9  metres) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

_____________________________________ 

 
Stocking Slider 

Handy nylon aid to fitting open toe compression 
stockings. The Slider is fitted over the foot and heel  

The stocking is easily fitted over the Slider and 
eased up the leg. 

The Slider is then removed by pulling on the loop 
handle. 

One Size.  Washable.  Red  
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